
Compact, easy-to-operate, 
walk-behind scrubber

SC370



Effortless cleaning in congested 
areas and tight spaces

The SC370 walk-behind scrubber adds productivity to your 
daily floor care. This medium scale walk-behind scrubber offers 
intuitive controls, versatile performance with lowered water and 

power requirements to clean your floors more productively. 



Versatility to clean 
in a variety settings

Highly maneuverable Easily navigate around 

objects and maneuver in tight spaces with the 

integrated squeegee, attached directly to scrub deck.

Clean anytime Ability to clean day or night, and 

in noise sensitive areas, with Silent Mode greatly 

reducing noise levels.

Minimal operator training Intuitive control panel 

features one-button start-up, in addition to primary 

controls, reducing opperator training time.

Fast and Simple Tool-free elastic strap system allows 

for quick and easy removal, cleaning, and reinstall of 

squeegee blades.

EcoMode™ technology Reduces vacuum and 

brush speed, and lowers solution flow, to extend 

battery life in light cleaning applications.

More time scrubbing between refills Fewer 

dump/refill cycles using adjustable solution-flow rate 

to reduce water consumption in lighter cleaning 

applications.

Increased Operator Comfort Adjustable ergonomic 

handle, along with stable yet nimble 3-wheel design, 

increases operator comfort and control.



Clean anytime, anywhere

Description Unit SC370 43B

Reference number 50000627

Scrub deck type Disc

Scrub brush size in (mm) 17 (430)

Productivity rate theoretical ft2/h (m2/h) 18,500 (1,720) 

Min. aisle turn in (cm) 41 (103)

Brush motor power W 400

Solution / recovery tank capacity gal (L) 6.6/6.6 (25/25)

Sound pressure level dB(A) +/-3 67

Sound pressure level in EcoMode™ or Silent mode dB(A) +/-3 63

Voltage V 24

Brush speed in normal / EcoMode™ RPM 140/100

Weight (GVW) lb (kg) 295 (134)
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Technical specifications


